Abstract. We establish concrete criteria for fully supported absolutely continuous spectrum for ergodic CMV matrices and purely absolutely continuous spectrum for limit-periodic CMV matrices. We proceed by proving several variational estimates on the measure of the spectrum and the vanishing set of the Lyapunov exponent for CMV matrices, which represent CMV analogues of results obtained for Schrödinger operators due to Y. Last in the early 1990s. Having done so, we combine those estimates with results from inverse spectral theory to obtain purely absolutely continuous spectrum.
Introduction
The motivation for this paper came about as one of the authors was writing [14] ; there had been a substantial amount of recent activity on the connection between various versions of ballistic motion and purely absolutely continuous (a.c.) spectrum for 1-dimensional operators (Schrödinger, Jacobi, and CMV) [2, 11, 14, 20, 34, 35] . Since the methods of [14] produce ballistic motion for limit-periodic CMV matrices satisfying a Pastur-Tkachenko-like condition, we wanted to verify that such CMV matrices indeed had purely a.c. spectrum. Along the way, we realized that the proof of a.c. spectrum could be accomplished in a rather elegant manner by making use of spectral approximation results analogous to those known for Schrödinger operators, but which were as-yet unknown for CMV matrices. The main aim of this paper is to work out the appropriate CMV analogues of those approximation results and use them to deduce purely a.c. spectrum in the CMV analogue of the Pastur-Tkachenko class. In this application, we know that the spectrum is homogeneous in the Carleson sense, which is how we are able to deduce pure a.c. spectrum. In general, one needs to know at least that the spectrum has positive Lebesgue measure in order to deduce nontrivial conclusions from the approximation results, so, as a supplement to our work, we also establish a criterion to guarantee positive-measure spectrum for limit-periodic CMV matrices. To the best of our knowledge, this condition that ensures positive-measure spectrum is new, even for Schrödinger or Jacobi operators.
An extended CMV matrix is a pentadiagonal unitary operator on ℓ 2 ( ) with a repeating 2 × 4 block structure of the form , where α n ∈ def = {z ∈ : |z| < 1} and ρ n def = 1 − |α n | 2 for all n ∈ . Such operators arise naturally in several settings, including quantum walks in one dimension [5] and the onedimensional ferromagnetic Ising model [8, 12] . Moreover, half-line CMV matrices, obtained by setting α −1 = −1 and restricting to ℓ 2 ( + ) arise naturally in the study of orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle (OPUC) [29, 30] and moreover are universal within the class of unitary operators having a cyclic vector (in the sense that any unitary operator with a cyclic vector is unitarily equivalent to a half-line CMV matrix).
We will be particularly interested in the case in which the coefficients of E are generated by an underlying dynamical system. Concretely, given a Borel probability space (Ω, µ), a measurable µ-ergodic map T : Ω → Ω (with measurable inverse), and a measurable map f : Ω → , one can consider E ω for ω ∈ Ω with coefficients given by
One can then study {E ω } ω∈Ω as a family and, by so doing, leverage tools and techniques from dynamical systems to prove statements about E ω for µ-almost every ω (or even every ω in some situations). This scheme subsumes many particular cases under one umbrella, such as those for which α n is almost-periodic (in the sense of Bohr or Bochner). In that case, Ω is a compact monothetic group and T is a translation by a topological generator of Ω. Some common examples of almost-periodic operators include:
• Ω = p , T : ω → ω + 1: The resulting operators are periodic, and one can compute spectra and spectral data more-or-less explicitly [30, Chapter 11] .
•
over É, and f is continuous. The resulting operators are quasi-periodic.
• Ω is a procyclic group (e.g. Ω = Â p , the p-adic integers for p prime). The resulting operators are limit-periodic (for more on the connection between limit-periodic operators and procyclic groups, see [3, 17] ). The Lyapunov exponent,
plays a key role in the spectral analysis of the family {E ω } ω∈Ω . Here, S denotes the so-called Szegő transfer matrix, defined by
Because the matrices so defined satisfy | det S(ω, z)| = 1 for z ∈ ∂ , we have L(z) ≥ 0 for z ∈ ∂ . We define Z = {z ∈ ∂ : L(z) = 0} . By general considerations, there is a compact set Σ = Σ(f ) with σ(E ω ) = Σ for µ-a.e. ω ∈ Ω. Moreover, by the Combes-Thomas estimate, one has Z ⊆ Σ. We are interested in spectral approximation of CMV operators, so the following questions are natural:
• To what extent does Z approximate Σ?
• The same question, but with Σ replaced by spectra of suitable periodic approximants of E ω .
In particular, helpful answers to both questions can allow one to bootstrap information about spectra of periodic approximants into information about the spectra of more exotic ergodic operators, using Z as an intermediary.
1.1. Results. The set Z is well-approximated by spectra of periodic approximants. Concretely, we define E ω,q for ω ∈ Ω and q ∈ + by (1.4) α ω,q j+nq = α ω j for all 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1 and n ∈ . We then denote Σ ω,q = σ( E ω,q ).
In fact, we only ever work with periodic approximants of even periods, so we prove the slightly stronger statement
Next, we discuss some applications to limit-periodic CMV matrices. We say that a CMV matrix is periodic if there exists q ∈ + with the property that α n+q ≡ α n for all n; a limitperiodic CMV is one which may be obtained as an operator-norm limit of periodic CMV matrices, i.e., E is limit-periodic if there exist periodic CMV matrices E 1 , E 2 , . . . with (1.5) lim
When E is limit-periodic with periodic approximants E n , we will write Σ = σ(E) and Σ n = σ(E n ). Our next result applies the foregoing results to deduce a concrete criterion for positivemeasure a.c. spectrum. Theorem 1.2. Let E be a limit-periodic CMV matrix with Verblunsky coefficients uniformly bounded away from the circle α ∞ < 1 and q n -periodic approximants E n having Verblunsky coefficients α (n) , and suppose
Then,
for some k, then (1.6) and (1.7) hold and we have Leb(Σ) > 0.
Let us point out that the analogue for this criterion is new even for discrete Schrödinger operators, and substantially less restrictive than that of [22, Theorem 4 .ii]. In fact, the criterion of [22] implies not just positive measure, but homogeneity of the spectrum [15] . Once we put everything together, we will see that homogeneity plus variational estimates yield pure absolutely continuity of the spectra of limit-periodic CMV matrices as long as the amplitudes of the low-frequency modes decay sufficiently rapidly. To make things more specific, given a monotone decreasing function φ : Ê + → Ê + with φ(n) → 0 as n → ∞, let us say that E is limit-periodic with rate function φ if the limit on the left-hand side of (1.5) converges like φ(q n ), i.e.
E n − E ≤ φ(q n ). Common choices for φ include polynomial decay (φ(x) = x −p , p > 0) and exponential decay (φ(x) = e −ax , a > 0). In general, it is a very interesting question to what extent one can characterize the "phase transition" undergone by limit-periodic operators. Concretely, as the rate of approximation by periodic operators (quantified by φ) grows slower, one can obtain increasing singularity of the spectrum and spectral measures: e.g. purely singular continuous spectrum on a set of zero Hausdorff dimension [3] or even purely pure point spectrum (in the discrete Schrödinger operator setting) [10] . Moreover, many of the phenomena for limit-periodic operators (considered as a class of operators) seem to be somewhat universal; for example, purely singular continuous spectrum supported on a set of Hausdorff dimension zero occurs for discrete Schrödinger operators [3] , CMV matrices [16] and continuum Schrödinger operators [7] .
Combining Theorem 1.2 with some inverse spectral results and homogeneity of the spectrum, we can prove purely absolutely continuous spectrum for the Pastur-Tkachenko class. Specifically, we say that E is in the Pastur-Tkachenko class if its Verblunsky coefficients are bounded uniformly away from ∂ and it admits q n -periodic approximants E n with lim n→∞ e ηq n+1 α (n) − α ∞ = 0 for every η > 0. Theorem 1.3. Any E in the Pastur-Tkachenko class has purely absolutely continuous spectrum.
That Theorem 1.3 holds in the Jacobi [13] and Schrödinger [26, 27] settings has been wellestablished. However, our proof is not an analogue of the arguments from those references; instead, by using our spectral approximation results, our proof works by "bootstrapping" the very weak result Leb(Σ \ Z) = 0 from Theorem 1.2 into pure a.c. spectrum by using results from the inverse theory. It is tempting to think that one can immediately proceed from Leb(Σ \ Z) = 0 to purely a.c. spectrum via Kotani Theory, but there are at least two obstacles:
• If Leb(Σ) = 0, then Leb(Σ \ Z) = 0 holds trivially, but Σ cannot support absolutely continuous measures, and hence the a.c. spectrum is empty in this case.
• Even when Leb(Σ) > 0, the strongest conclusion that one can draw from the statement Leb(Σ \ Z) = 0 and Kotani theory is that the a.c. spectrum of E ω is Leb(Σ \ σ ac (E ω )) = 0 for a.e. ω (in the almost-periodic setting, one can strengthen this to Leb(Σ \ σ ac (E ω )) = 0 for every ω ∈ Ω using [30, Theorem 10.9.11]). In any event, one cannot exclude singular spectrum without additional arguments beyond Kotani theory.
Motivation: Quantum
Walks. An important motivation to study CMV matrices comes from quantum walks, which we briefly describe. Quantum walks are quantum mechanical analogues of classical random walks. A good review of the topic can be found in [32] . They are important in physics and computer science, particularly given their possible applications in quantum computing algorithms. For instance, quantum walks have been applied to the element distinctiveness problem [1] , universal computation [6] , and search algorithms [31] . A good summary of the uses of quantum walks in quantum computing algorithms can be found in [33] . There has been a lot of recent interest in using spectral theory to determine the spreading rates and other quantum dynamical characteristics of certain quantum walk models.
A quantum walk on is given by the iteration of a unitary operator on H := ℓ 2 ( ) ⊗ 2 . The ℓ 2 (Z) component represents the wavefunction of the walker (or, alternatively, the probability amplitude for the walker's location) and the C 2 term represents the walker's spin. Denoting the standard basis of 2 by { e + , e − }, we obtain an orthonormal basis for H by taking vectors of the form δ + n = δ n ⊗ e + and δ − n = δ n ⊗ e − . Then, the time-one transition operator of a quantum walk is given by U = SQ, where S is the biased shift δ ± n → δ ± n±1 , and Q is of the form
where Q n ∈ Í(2) and Á n denotes the identity operator on coordinate n, where one views
In the important paper [5] , Cantero, Grünbaum, Moral, and Velázquez show that the unitary operator U enjoys a matrix representation as a CMV matrix if one orders the orthonormal basis suitably (namely, in the order . . . δ
. This point of view has been quite fruitful in the analysis of 1D coined quantum walks, as it enables one to use theorems about CMV matrices to draw conclusions about the spreading behavior of the quantum walk.
As an example, using Theorem A.2 of [16] we can see that our Theorem 1.3 has a direct consequence for the speading of quantum walks: Corollary 1.4. Suppose the coins Q n of the quantum walk U lie in the Pastur-Tkachenko class. Then U has purely a.c. spectrum and hence exhibits scattering in the sense that any wave packet leaves any compact region in finite time. That is, for any J ∈ + , and ψ ∈ ℓ 2 (Z),
Using other methods, (see [14] ) it is already known that these quantum walks actually exhibit ballistic transport. Nevertheless, this corollary demonstrates that our results have relevance to physics. Acknowledgements J.F. was supported in part by an AMS-Simons travel grant, 2016-2018. T.V. was supported in part by NSF Grant DMS-1361625.
Spectral approximation of ergodic CMV matrices
Let us start off by defining a version of the GZ formalism. We remark that in our paper, we follow Simon's conventions [29, 30] regarding how E depends on the α n 's. Note that these conventions differ from the notation used in [18] . We will use that any CMV operator E enjoys a factorization into direct sums of 2 × 2 unitaries of the form
That is, we have
and the Θ matrix corresponding to α n acts on coordinates n and n + 1. Given a solution u
and hence
, which can be rearranged to yield
Similarly, using Mu = zv, we can deduce
and get
.
Thus, we have
where
For later use, we notice that (2.3) can also be inverted to yield
The first technical lemma is a formula for the derivative of the nth band function in terms of associated Bloch wave solutions. We first introduce suitable truncations of E whose eigenvectors can be used to generate Bloch waves. Suppose that E is q-periodic; throughout this section, we also assume that q is even. We define L q = L q (k) and
, that is:
Then, we define E q = L q M q and the dual operator E q = M q L q 1 and let {z n (k)} q n=1 denote an enumeration of the eigenvalues of E q . Observe that E q and E q have the same set of eigenvalues. This is evident by looking at the proof of Lemma 2.2 of [18] ; one can also see that they are unitarily equivalent viz. E q = L * q E q L q . The eigenvectors of E q generate Bloch wave solutions to the difference equation Eu = zu. Concretely, let u n = u n (k) denote a normalized eigenvector of E q corresponding to the eigenvalue z n (k). We may extend u n (k, j) to all j ∈ , obtaining a solution of Eu = z n (k)u with
We then define v n (k) = L −1 q u n (k). One can check that v n solves the dual equation E q v n = z n v n . As with u, we can extend v n to a globally defined solution of E ⊤ v = z n v with
Lemma 2.1. Given k ∈ (0, π/q), let u n and v n be the solutions above, normalized so that
Then for every integer n,
Proof. By (11.2.6) and (11.2.7) of [30] , we have
and we may note that
. . . 0 0 . . . 
To see this, it suffices to show that
However, this is immediate from (2.5) and the unitarity of L q , M q . In particular, using a dot to denote differentiation with respect to k, we have
where we have used z = z n ∈ ∂ , u n = Lv n , and that L q is independent of k. Thus, (2.9) follows, so we get (2.8). Consequently,
as desired.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose E is q-periodic with q even, and denote the associated monodromy matrix by
For all z with tr(Φ q (z)) ∈ (−2, 2), we have
where k is the appropriate Bloch wave number.
Proof. Through a calculation virtually identical to that which proves [23, Equation (3.1)], we obtain (2.10) [30] we can see that if we set
Normalize the Bloch-wave solutions u n and v n such that x + 2 = x − 2 = 1. From this, we obtain
Combining this with (2.10), we get
Because we have normalized u n and v n by taking
Furthermore, because u n = L q v n are unitarily related, the vectors u n and v n have the same norm in q ; by (2.12), this norm has a uniform lower bound
Consider now the vectors u n := u n /N, v m := v n /N (which are unit vectors in q ). By (2.4), we get
Plugging this into (2.6) we obtain
Using N 2 ≥ 1/2 and |z| = 1, it follows from (2.11) and (2.13) that (2.14)
With Lemma 2.2 in hand, the main technical challenges have been dealt with. At this point, one can prove Theorem 1.1 in the same way that Last proves [23, Theorem 1]. We provide a short sketch for the reader's benefit. Please consult Section 11.2 of [30] for a helpful discussion of Floquet theory for CMV operators.
Proof Sketch of Theorem 1.1. For each ω ∈ Ω, define the sets
By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, one has Leb(A ω \ S ω ) = 0 for every ω ∈ Ω. On the other hand, by Fubini's theorem, the multiplicative ergodic theorem, and Lemma 2.2, one has Leb(S ω \ Z) = 0 for almost every ω. It follows that Leb(A ω \ Z) = 0 for µ-a.e. ω, as desired.
Spectral approximation of limit-periodic CMV matrices
In this section, we will collect a handful of facts about the spectra of limit-periodic CMV matrices and their periodic approximants. Throughout, for a subset E ⊂ ∂ , we denote B ε (E) := {z ∈ ∂ : inf x∈E |z − x| < ε}.
The Hausdorff distance between two compact sets F, K ⊂ ∂ is defined by
The fundamental fact driving the analysis in this section is the following Lemma 3.1. For any unitary operators U, V on ℓ 2 , we have
where · denotes the usual operator norm.
Proof. This follows from [21, Theorem V.4.10] Kato states the theorem for self-adjoint operators, but the same proof works for unitary (or even bounded, normal) operators. Alternatively, there is an explicit proof for CMV operators in [25, Proposition 4] .
By way of Lemma 3.1, we can use the rate function of a limit-periodic operator to control the rate of spectral convergence of the periodic approximants.
The following lemmata are classical, but their proofs are short, so we reproduce them for the sake of completeness:
Proof. Arguing by contraposition, suppose t ∈ Σ. Because Σ is compact, there exists ε > 0 such that inf{|t − x| : x ∈ Σ} ≥ ε. However, by assumption, there also exists an N such that, for all n ≥ N, d H (Σ, Σ n ) < ε, and thus Σ n ⊂ B ε (Σ) for such n. Consequently, t / ∈ Σ n for n ≥ N, which means t / ∈ lim sup n→∞ Σ n .
Recall that for the special almost-periodic class of ergodic CMV matrices, the underlying probability space Ω is a compact monothetic group with translation T by a topological generator. In this case the action of the transformation T manifests as a shift on the Verblunsky coefficients α; since T is a topological generator for Ω, we call Ω the "shift-hull" of the almost-periodic CMV matrix E in this case. Lemma 3.3. Let E be an almost-periodic CMV matrix with shift-hull Ω. Then for ω, ω 0 ∈ Ω, we have σ(E ω ) = σ(E ω 0 ).
Proof. Given ω ∈ Ω, by almost-periodicity there exists a sequence (n j ) j∈AE such that T n j ω 0 =: ω j → ω as j → ∞, and in particular s-lim j→∞ E ω j = E ω . Since E ω j is unitarily equivalent to E ω 0 for each j, one has
The opposite inclusion follows by symmetry.
Proposition 3.4. Let E be a limit-periodic CMV matrix with q n -periodic approximants E n . Denote Σ = σ(E) and Σ n = σ(E n ). If
Proof. Denote by ε n := E − E n . Then by (3.1) and the definition of the Hausdorff metric, we have
Because Σ n has at most q n bands, the right hand side of (3.3) has at most 2q n connected components, each of length at most ε n by (3.1). Thus, Leb(Σ \ Σ n ) ≤ 2q n ε n , which tends to 0 as n → ∞ by the assumption (3.2).
Using the same sort of methods, we can also address the proof of Theorem 1.2. The first part of the proof is made much easier if we use the "sieving" construction. Concretely, given a CMV operator E, let E denote the CMV operator with
This induces a simple change in the spectrum; namely, if E 2 : ∂ → ∂ denotes the two-fold cover z → z 2 , then
2 (σ(E)). In other words, one obtains σ( E) by taking two scaled copies of σ(E) and putting them on the top and bottom halves of ∂ . To see this, one can verify by hand that E 2 ∼ = E ⊕ E ⊤ . The calculation is known to experts, but may not be obvious to the uninitiated, so we will sketch the outline for the reader's convenience. First, let E = L M denote the factorization of E as in (2.1). Then, straightforward calculations using the definitions yield
and
Therefore, one can verify that
Defining subspaces
the calculations in Eqs. (3.6)- (3.9) show that E 2 leaves X and Y invariant and that
In particular, the claim about the spectrum holds. Moreover, we see that E has purely a.c. spectrum if and only if E has purely a.c. spectrum.
Additionally, notice that the Szegő matrices (defined in (1.3)) obey (3.10) S(α, z)S(0, z) = S(α, z 2 ).
In particular, since the spectrum of E is given by the closure of the set of z ∈ ∂ at which the Szegő recursion enjoys a polynomially bounded solution [9] , (3.10) also suffices to establish (3.5) . Beyond that, (3.10) clearly implies L(z) = L(z 2 ) for z ∈ ∂ , where L denotes the Lyapunov exponent corresponding to E. Consequently, since Leb(E −1 2 (S)) = Leb(S) for every set S, one has Leb(Σ \ Z) = Leb( Σ \ Z), where we have used hats to denote the sets associated to the sieved CMV operators. The outcome of this discussion is that it suffices to work with the sieved CMV operators, and hence, one may as well assume that all even Verblunsky coefficients vanish. This is quite helpful, because one can easily prove operator inequalities in terms of Verblunsky coefficients in the sieved setting. In particular, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3.5. If E and E ′ are CMV operators with coefficient sequences α and α ′ such that α 2j = α ′ 2j = 0 for every j and α ∞ , α
Proof. The upper bound is well-known; compare [30, Equation (4.3.13) ]. For the lower bound, begin by using (2.1), to observe that
and thus
Proof of Theorem 1.2. There are two claims. First, we prove that, if (3.2) holds, then one has Leb(Σ \ Z) = 0. To that end, let E be given with α satisfying (1.6), let α (n) denote the coefficients of E n , and put δ n = E n − E ; by sieving, we may assume that α 2j = 0 for every j and that this holds for all the periodic approximants of E as well. Let us begin by defining Ω to be the shift-hull of α, that is
where S denotes the left shift and the closure is taken in ℓ ∞ . Then, for each ω ∈ Ω, we get a CMV operator E ω simply by using ω as a coefficient sequence. In particular, E = E ω 0 with ω 0 = α.
We wish to emphasize an important but subtle difference between E n and E ω 0 ,qn . These are both q n -periodic approximations of E, but E ω 0 ,qn is specifically defined by taking the first q n terms of the α sequence and then repeating them (see (1.4)), whereas E n has Verblunsky coefficient sequence α (n) . We then have by Lemma 3.5,
Shifting, this holds with ω 0 replaced by any ω ∈ Ω. Since Σ ω,qn has at most q n connected components, we deduce that Leb(Σ \ Σ ω,qn ) ≤ 4Cq n δ n , and the right-hand side goes to zero as n → ∞ by assumption. It follows that
for each ω, and hence Leb(Σ \ Z) = 0 by Theorem 1.1. Now we prove second claim: that (1.8) implies (1.6) and Leb(Σ) > 0. However, the first part is immediate: if (1.8) holds, then (1.6) follows, since
which is the tail of a convergent series and hence converges to zero as n → ∞, proving (1.6). Finally, we prove that Leb(Σ) > 0 under the assumption (1.8). By Lemma 3.1 and the limit-periodicity of E, we have d H (Σ, Σ n ) → 0 as n → ∞. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.2 and the semicontinuity of measure, we have
so it suffices to show that lim sup n→∞ Leb(Σ n ) > 0.
For each n, we have Leb(
for all n > k. Following the proof of Proposition 3.4 (and, in particular, using a suitable version of equation (3.3)), we find that Leb(Σ j−1 \ Σ j ) ≤ 2q j δ j . Using this together with Equation (3.11), we can conclude that
where we have used the assumption (1.8).
As a concluding remark to this section, we note that the natural analogue of Theorem 1.2 holds for Jacobi and Schrödinger operators with precisely the same proof.
Well-approximated limit-periodic CMV matrices are reflectionless
We now apply our Theorem 1.2 to prove pure absolute continuity of the spectrum for Pastur-Tkachenko class CMV matrices.
One common thread relating extended CMV matrices to the apparently quite different class of Schrödinger and Jacobi operators on the whole line is Weyl-Titchmarsh theory, by which one studies the whole-line operator E via its cyclic restrictions E ±,k to the half-lines −,k := ∩ (−∞, k] and +,k := ∩ [k, ∞) [18] . Critical to this study are the WeylTitchmarsh coefficients, defined for z ∈ \ ∂ by m ± (z, k) = ± δ k , (E ±,k + zI)(E ±,k − zI) −1 δ k ℓ 2 ( ±,k ) ,
Restricted to the unit disk, the coefficients ±M ± are Caratheodory functions; that is, functions holomorphic from to the right half-plane {z ∈ : Re(z) > 0}. Consequently, the functions M ± have well-defined radial limits at e iθ for (Lebesgue) almost-every θ ∈ [0, 2π). We denote these limits M ± (e iθ , k) := lim r↑1 M ± (re iθ , k) when they exist. We say that E is reflectionless when for every k ∈ , M + (e iθ , k) = −M − (e iθ , k) for almost-every e iθ ∈ σ(E). (4.1) By design, the reflectionless condition allows one to construct consistent analytic continuations of the Weyl-Titchmarsh coefficients beyond the unit disk. This in turn implies a strong determinism between half-line restrictions of the CMV matrix. The reflectionless property is intimately related to absolute continuity of the spectrum [4, 19, 28] via the following fundamental results: . If σ(E) is homogeneous and E is reflectionless thereupon, then E has purely a.c. spectrum.
We will exploit these results in our proof of Theorem 1.3. We first prove via our previous results that the a.c. spectrum is full; from there, we will use Theorem 4.1 to conclude reflectionlessness. In fact, we have the following broader result, which is itself a straightforward application of Theorem 1.2: Theorem 4.3. If E is a limit-periodic CMV matrix that satisfies the assumption (1.8) of Theorem 1.2, then Leb(Σ) > 0 and E is reflectionless on Σ.
Proof. By Theorem 1.2, all that remains to be shown is that E is reflectionless. But this follows immediately from Theorem 4.1. Theorem 4.3 allows us to conclude that Pastur-Tkachenko class CMV matrices are reflectionless on their spectrum. Previous spectral estimates from [15] will provide that the spectrum is homogeneous, and we will finally appeal to Theorem 4.2 to conclude purely a.c. spectrum.
We are now in position for the Proof of Theorem 1.3. PT class implies homogeneity of the spectrum by [15] , and the rate function satisfies (3.2) almost trivially. Thus, Theorem 4.2 applies.
